MCS GSAC Meeting Minutes
September 25, 2014

In Attendance:
Patrick Mende (Physics)  Paul La Plante (Physics)
John Pettertson (Biology)  Sergio de la Barrera (Physics)
Patrick Rapp (Biology)  Patrick M.
Clive Newstead (Math)  Latie Lagrel (Biology)
Alex Carpenter (Chemistry)  Lydia Perkins (Biology)

1. Introductions due to the large and mostly new group of people. Excellent turnout.

2. Questions about the TOC, not much on attendance.

3. Discussion on career center and getting the new person to come and discuss services that are available from them.

4. Mentioned that Library can provide information sessions on how to use resources.

5. Fall Party. Discussion on what it should be. Agreed to an Oktoberfest Party on Friday October 24 at 7:00pm to 9:00pm in the Mellon Social and Conference Room.
   a. One of the people in Mellon will check on reserving the rooms.
   b. Dean's office will arrange security.
   c. Physics would make beer/soft drink selections. Dean's office will order them.
   d. Suggested Penn Brewery for catering. People will get back to me with suggestions for food items. Alex Carpenter had started looking at things.

6. People agreed to keep their eyes and ears open for space that we might want to use for future events.

7. Future events in the spring could include a panel discussion or other event. We will start planning this in October of November.

8. Curtis said that he would send information on the SPARK conference.